
The STEELFLEX Ultra Protection System (UPS) supplied by FerroStrada (UK) Limited was first 
developed in 2011 and has become an extremely versatile high containment vehicle restraint system 
used for the protection of gantries and bridge piers.

UPS H2 is based on C shaped posts driven into the ground at 1.5m intervals and can be installed either 
in concrete footings or on base plates to suit prevailing ground conditions.

The use of a 3-wave beam attached directly onto each post reflects the importance of a robust system 
that complies with national and international safety requirements, whilst simultaneously respecting the 
necessity for a reduction in overall working width to just 1.0m

As space on the network becomes a premium, UPS H2W3 is completely CE marked with certificate 
number 167/2131/CPR/2014 and is a very easy to install and maintain.  As a cost effective solution to 
alternative systems, UPS H2 W3 operates in the same portfolio as FerroStrada H2 W2 high containment 
single sided restraint system and H2 W4 double sided central reserve system.

FerroStrada also presents a new integrated H4a crash tested environmental noise barrier for the 
protection of railway lines and nearby housing or commercial developments; and for the first time we 
introduce an integrated environmental noise barrier capable of generating renewable solar energy.
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Classe H2 Bordo Laterale - Barriera 3 onde singola su rilevato W3
Class H2 Roadside - 3-waves single sided guardrail W3
Au!altestufe H2 für rammfähige Böden - 3-welliges Rückhaltesystem W3
Classe H2 Bord latéral - Glissière 3 crosses simple sur remblai W3
Clase H2 Borde lateral - Barrera de triple onda simple sobre base terreno W3

H2-W3
3-waves
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Giunzione per fune ogni 500 m
Cable connection every 500 m

Rapporti di prova Crash test reports, Testberichte, Comptes rendus d’essais, Relaciones de pruebas

Test n. Facility Test Type Barrier 
length m Mass kg Speed 

km/h
ASI 

max 1.4
THIV max 
33 km/h

D 
m

Vi 
m

W 
m

PROVA 792 Aisico TB51 Laterale 20° 81 13.000 70 - - 0,9 1,9 1,0=W3

PROVA 787 Aisico TB11 Laterale 20° 81 900 100 0,9=A 29 0,6 - 0,7=W2

Caratteristiche Characteristics, Eigenschaften, Caractéristiques, Características

Altezza fuori terra Height above ground level, Höhe über Grundboden, Hauteur hors sol, Altura sobre el suelo 940 mm

Profondità d’in!ssione Depth of penetration, Rammtiefe, Profondeur de piling du poteau, Longitud hincada 815 mm

Ingombro trasversale Overall width, Gesamtbreite, Grosseur hors tout, Anchura total 188 mm

Interasse pali Post spacing, Steherabstand, Distance entre poteaux, Distancia entre postes 1500 mm

STEELFLEX 
H2 W3 

Ultra Protection System

FerroStrada - Etway SSP - Integrated Sound and Solar Panel
The Etway Solar Sound Panel (SSP) has been developed 
to provide a suitable and sustainable response to the 
challenges of reducing noise pollution to urban and 
industrial areas whilst using the natural environment to 
create renewable energy. 

The SSP system is a long term, sustainable and reliable 
product capable of generating as much renewable energy 
as wind farms and static solar farms. 

As the system is upright, its carbon footprint is very low 
and not much space is needed to take advantage of this 
new evolution of generating renewable energy. 

If noise mitigation is not required, the system is easily 
adapted to function as a standalone, upright solar 
panel.  The environmental noise absorbing cassettes 
are replaced with standard cassettes blanked off. 

Tested according to the EN standards, the SSP has 
been certified as a solar system and as a noise 
absorption system according to EN 1793. 
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THE ETWAY 
Solar Sound Panel
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